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Give the gift of
Northwest nature
Looking for the perfect holiday
gift—one that celebrates and
supports nature?
Then give Northwest Trek. Here are
five unique ways to do it.

Keeper Adventure Tour
Book your loved one a seat on a
keeper Jeep, and they’ll get so
close to animals they can hear
a moose munch. Tour the FreeRoaming Area off-road, meet our
keepers and hear their stories.
Fri-Sun through March, 10:30am
and 1pm. $80 members/$90 nonmembers. nwtrek.org/tours
Continued on page 2

10 Mountain Goat Kids
It’s not often you see 10 mountain goat kids all at once. In fact, when
Northwest Trek took in 10 kids as part of recent goat relocation efforts in the
Olympics, it was the first time in history that the wildlife park had that many
mountain goats in one place. But it was worth it.
Last summer, staff from the National Park Service, the Washington Department
of Fish and Wildlife, and the USDA Forest Service, together with staff from
Northwest Trek and Oregon Zoo, worked together to capture mountain goats
from the Olympic National Park and Forest. Transported by helicopter, the
goats (non-native to the Olympics) were thoroughly examined by Northwest
Trek veterinarian Dr. Allison Case, vet technician Tracy Cramer and veterinary
staff from agencies and Oregon Zoo. Most were transported to the Cascades
to restore that depleted native population.
But 10 kids were carefully transported by keepers Ed Cleveland and Dave
Meadows to Northwest Trek for stabilization, acclimation and socialization,
living behind the scenes. These kids will have a higher chance of survival under
human care.
Over the last couple of months, they’ve moved to new zoo homes, including
Woodland Park Zoo and Oregon Zoo.
Continued on page 3
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Ahma (left) and Rainier (right)

Cheveyo was rescued in New
York state after being shot in
the left wing. The injury was so
severe that her damaged wing
had to be amputated.

Cheveyo
“She loves the action, and will hop
down and play with it,” says Mello.
Most of all, it’s clear that Cheveyo is a
warrior, through and through.
“When I handle her for her physical
exams, I can feel that inside her,”
Mello says. “Her leg muscles are so
strong, her body condition is robust,
and she’s very feisty. She has a true
warrior spirit.”
And by connecting with guests
close-up, Cheveyo will also help
turn around the tragic wound that
changed her life.

Gift ideas Continued from p. 1
Photo Tour
This one’s for camera-fiends. We
take you on a special early tram
tour to look for moose, bison, elk,
mountain goats and more, and we
roll the windows down for a perfect
view. Bring all your lenses. 2020 tours
begin in March, including a Youth
Photo Tour. nwtrek.org/tours

Trek Tickets
Nothing says nature like a visit to
Trek, with Northwest animals, nature
trails, the Kids’ Trek playground,
keeper chats, Discovery Tram Tours
and so much more, all included with
admission. Priceless. nwtrek.org/
tickets-membership

Membership
Imagine—a whole year of moose,
grizzly bears, cougar, bald eagles and
mountain goat kids. Plus those other
membership perks: discounts on
tours and at the gift shop, discounts
to Point Defiance Zoo & Aquarium
and more. nwtrek.org/ticketsmembership

Winter Wolverines

Cheveyo, Spirit Warrior

R
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unning over snow. Digging through frost. While other animals (like us!)
might prefer to sleep inside during winter, wolverines are made for the
cold—and our wolverines Rainier and Ahma are no exception.

“Wolverines are made for winter conditions,” says keeper Miranda Mauck.
“They have fur that sheds frost and massive paws for walking on snow. I
can’t wait to see our two when it snows!”
Wolverines naturally live in mountainous areas, like the North Cascades.
With a scientific name of “gulo gulo” (“gluttonous glutton,”) they’ll eat
anything and fight anything—especially in winter. Their powerful jaws and
teeth can shear off chunks of frozen flesh and bone, while their big paws let
them walk easily over snow and tunnel through it to find prey. Their thick
black and gold fur protects them from low temperatures, and they build
snow dens to raise young.
So winter is the perfect time to visit Rainier and Ahma. Born here at
Northwest Trek, the brother-sister pair arrived earlier this year after living
in other zoos. Rainier is bigger and a little more “goofy,” says Mauck, while
Ahma is the dominant one, though careful. Both love to run, climb and
explore the logs, boulders and trees in their enormous, renovated habitat.
Best of all, the lush vegetation will die back over winter, giving you clear
views of these two wintertime superheroes. Come meet them!

Eagle plushes and tree-shirts
Stopped by our gift shop lately?
We’ve got a roomful of gifts for
nature-lovers, from Northwest animal
plushes and tree T-shirts to travel
mugs and water bottles. There’s
something for everyone, and every
budget. Find it near the entrance.
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n a misty fall morning at Northwest Trek, Cheveyo cocks her white
feathered head and eyes a pile of meat. Gold feet spread wide for
balance, she stretches one glorious wing. On her other shoulder is a small
feathered nub. Then she hops down and grabs the food in swift, fierce bites.

One of four rescued bald eagles to find homes in the new Eagle Passage
habitat, Cheveyo is the only one who simply cannot fly. But as her Hopi
name describes, she’s still very much a spirit warrior.
“Cheveyo was rescued in New York state with a gunshot wound to her left
wing, which then had to be amputated at a wildlife health center,” explains
Marc Heinzman, zoological curator. “She couldn’t have survived in the wild.”
After being cared for at another zoo, Cheveyo came to Northwest Trek
this fall, moving into Eagle Passage once she’d had a thorough exam and
settled in. Even before she arrived, staff were working hard to specially
adapt her new home to her different abilities.
“Her ability to navigate her space is limited,” says keeper Wendi Mello, who
cares for Cheveyo daily. “So we wanted to make it possible for her to get
where she wants to be—up high—but still safe.”
Mello worked with horticulturalist Jake Pool to design and build a section of
Eagle Passage specially for Cheveyo. On the back side of the walk-through
tunnel are log ramps leading to three perch “trees”—old snags set deep
into the ground—which have thick branches deliberately bolted into the
trunk at various heights up to five feet. Cheveyo uses her feet more than
other eagles for mobility and balance, so to protect them the perches are
covered with grippy Astroturf that drains well.
Lush vegetation gives her extra screening if she needs it, although she’s
very comfortable with both people and other birds.
Keepers also give all the eagles plenty of enrichment: rope, packing paper
and whole prey food to rip, shred and tear, exactly as they would in the wild.
And Cheveyo has shown an unusual preference for having food tossed nearby.

Ahma

Rainier

“It’s sad, but it was clearly a deliberate
aim that caused her wing loss,” says
Mello. “Bald eagles were saved from
extinction because people cared. By
giving Cheveyo a home here, we can
connect people to these magnificent
creatures, and create the empathy
that inspires us all to protect them.”

Goat kids Continued from p. 1
Just one—a female—will stay at
Northwest Trek, living in the FreeRoaming Area with four yearling
mountain goats that arrived last year.
“They move as a unit, like one
organism,” said Case. “It’s so good for
them to be together.”
But it’s also a good thing for the species.
“That’s a whole new generation of
mountain goats, right there,” said
Northwest Trek zoological curator
Marc Heinzman. “We’re pleased we
can offer our skills and experience to
care for them.”
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General Information
360-832-6117 | nwtrek.org
Winter Hours
Fridays, Saturdays & Sundays: 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Special Closures
Nov. 28, Dec. 24, Dec. 25
Special Openings
Dec. 26 – Jan. 5: 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. daily
JEANNIE MARSH, Membership Coordinator
360-832-7170 | Jeannie.Marsh@nwtrek.org
Northwest Trek, accredited by the Association of
Zoos & Aquariums, is a 725-acre zoological park
devoted to the display, interpretation, research and
conservation of North American native wildlife.
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Wild Winter
Wonder

You can almost hear the silence. The hush of frost. The
whisper of warm breath. The shift of hooves, a twig
breaking under a paw.
Northwest Trek in winter is one of the most magical
places to be. Animals don thick coats, evergreen boughs
are laden. The heated trams trundle between crisp forest,
icy lake and misty meadow. Everything’s just a little
slower, a little calmer—exactly what you need during the
holidays and beyond.
Come for Winter Wildland, our signature winter event
filled with festive animal enrichments, hot cocoa and joy.
Then stay for the tranquility—for Pacific Northwest nature
at its most beautiful.

Save the date: Winter Wildland Dec. 28–29

